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I had said (cont.)…
that ‘I don’t talk about the news’ but I find myself violating that
promise again because of the election disaster yesterday and
today. Few are talking about the consequences that the disaster
will have. But Greg Johnson wrote today ‘Is America a Banana
Republic Now?’ which is worth reading.

From the point of view of this site—America delenda est—this is
good news.

Remember: the collapse of the dollar is a psychological issue. As
markets perceive that the Fed no longer has any interest in
keeping its promises, and that the US is increasingly becoming a
banana republic, the international confidence in the dollar as the
reserve currency will be lost.

Also remember: since the US started with the worst kind of
Christianity imaginable, a philo-Semitic Christianity (Richard
Wagner’s pagan, anti-Semitic Christianity was the exact opposite),
in addition to having fought two anti-racist wars in the 1860s and
1940s and a Cold (anti-racist) War raging now, the priest of the 14
words can only smile at seeing that bastard nation fall.

As an American southern nationalist put it
in 2012: ‘We invite King George III to
come back and resume the throne. He
could dissolve the Union, arrest the
pretender in the White House [Biden?],

and round up our so-called “representatives” in Congress. In
exchange for an apology and a promise to never misbehave again,
we get lower taxes, a less intrusive government, secure borders,
and an end to all the madness that has flowed from the “self
evident” idea that “all men are created equal”.’

To which I added: Alas, King George is no longer with us.
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I had said…
I wouldn’t add any more entries to keep the Summer 1945 text up
for three whole weeks, but yesterday something happened in the
comments section of that thread that motivates me to write this
post: a guy in the UK wants to commit suicide instead of fighting
back to reclaim his nation!

Not only this guy: virtually all white people in the 21st century are
mentally ill, a disease that grew out of propaganda against Hitler
and the Third Reich. See my articles on mental health I wrote this
year collected in my book Daybreak: the PDF of which can be
downloaded from the sidebar.

Even among white nationalists you can see the madness of the
white man. This election day in the US, instead of talking about
the candidates, if these nationalists were revolutionaries they
would be writing articles against democracy as a viable political
system. In this the late Harold Covington was absolutely right:
Democracy is a system designed not to change, to perpetuate itself
ad infinitum and ad nauseam. If democratic insanity, inspired by
Christian equality, had not destroyed monarchies and fascism in
world wars, any new king or dictator after the old ruler dies could
easily reverse the anti-white system of any Western nation.

This day, the most important sites of white
nationalism aren’t uploading anti-
democratic articles on their webzines
vindicating Plato, who saw democracy as
the worst of the systems of government.

White nationalists are not Platonic on this point for the simple fact
that they are part of the system. The Daily Stormer even holds an
image today indicating who its visitors have to vote for. Greg
Johnson in Counter-Currents also suggests to his visitors today
that they vote for the same candidate.

When will truly noble racists come to realise that right-wing
racialism in America is charlatanesque and that what we need is
political thinking that brings, to the real world, what Covington
and Pierce dreamed of? Or am I alone in the blogosphere, as
always talking to myself?
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Love Germania. Hate the US. – III
Editor’s Note: The books that the American Thomas Goodrich
wrote about the Second World War represent the most important
literature of anything written in this century to understand the
catastrophe that spawned the ethno-suicidal zeitgeist of the white
man of today.

Below I reproduce chapter 3 of Goodrich’s Summer 1945:
Germany, Japan and the Harvest of Hate. You have to invert the
black-and-white colours of how the Americans depicted the Nazi
leadership and themselves, a kind of photographic negative of
what actually happened: War propaganda that persists to the
present year. For example, the Eisenhower camps were the real
death camps in 1945, where one million Germans were
maliciously starved to death. This time the Bolshevik Jews weren’t
the perpetrators of the Holodomor, but the Americans. Goodrich
writes below that ten times of German soldiers died compared to
those killed on the whole Western Front during the whole six
years of war. And let us not speak in this hatnote about the
millions of rapes of civilian women and tortures after the
Germans surrendered…

The utter quackery of the so-called ‘white nationalist’ movement
lies in that they aren’t harping every morning, noon and night,
using books like Goodrich’s like a sword, to set the record straight
about what happened in WW2. Hence the spawned ethno-suicidal
zeitgeist, a ‘monster from the Id’ continues unchallenged to this
day.

White nationalism must die so that an authentic movement may
emerge, that we could baptise this day as the ‘priesthood of the 14
words’. As I live in the American continent, I dare not use the term
‘National Socialism’, which should be reserved for Germans and
Europeans of the Nordic type once they wake up.

All the criticism that white nationalists make of Trump, that he
has been false opposition (for which Richard Spencer prefers
Biden) I could say of them. As long as American racists refuse to
denounce the Hellstorm Holocaust their ancestors perpetrated in
Europe their ideology is also false opposition.

Goodrich’s endnotes sourcing every indented quotation as well as
the sources of those brief sentences between quotation marks—for
example the words of genocidal manic Dwight D. Eisenhower—are
omitted in this edited chapter. For a proper reading I urge visitors
of this site to order a hard copy of Summer 1945: a book that,
fortunately, has not been censored on Amazon Books.
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CHAPTER 3

OF CRIMES AND CRIMINALS

Even as the physical massacre of Germany was in
progress, the spiritual massacre of German
womanhood continued without pause.

Although violent, brutal and repeated rapes
persisted against defenseless females for years,
most Soviet, American, British, and French troops
quickly discovered that hunger was a powerful

incentive to sexual surrender. Usually, a piece of bread, a little
candy or a bar of soap made violent rape unnecessary. In their
utterly devastated cities, young girls roamed the streets seeking
something to eat and a place to sleep. Having only one thing left in
the world to sell, they were not slow to sell it.

“Bacon, eggs, sleep at your home?” winked Russian soldiers over
and over again, knowing full well the answer would usually be a
two-minute tryst among the rubble. “I continually ran about with
cooking utensils, and begged for food…,” admitted one girl. “If I
heard in my neighborhood the expression ‘pretty woman,’ I
reacted accordingly.’’

Despite General Eisenhower’s edict against fraternization with the
despised enemy, no amount of words could slow the US soldier’s
sex drive. “Neither army regulations nor the propaganda of hatred
in the American press,” noted newswoman, Freda Utley, “could
prevent American soldiers from liking and associating with
German women, who although they were driven by hunger to
become prostitutes, preserved a certain innate decency.”

“I felt a bit sick at times about the power I had over that girl,” one
troubled British soldier confessed. “If I gave her a three-penny bar
of chocolate she nearly went crazy. She was just like my slave. She
darned my socks and mended things for me. There was no
question of marriage. She knew that was not possible.”

As this young Tommy made clear, desperate German women,
many with children to feed, were compelled by hunger to enter a
bondage as binding as any in history. With time, some victims,
particularly those consorting with officers, not only avoided
starvation, but found themselves enjoying luxuries long forgotten.

“By no means could it be said that the major is raping me,
revealed one woman. “Am I doing it for bacon, butter, sugar,
candles, canned meat? To some extent I’m sure I am. In addition,
I like the major and the less he wants from me as a man, the more
I like him as a person.”

Unlike the above, relatively few females found such havens. For
most, food was used to bait or bribe them into a numbing sexual
slavery in which the simple avoidance of starvation was the day-
to-day goal. Just as Lali Horstmann was about to sign up for
kitchen duty in the Soviet Zone, a job that paid with soup and
potatoes, a girl next to her whispered that her sister had
volunteered several days before on the same job and had not been
seen since. When an old, unattractive woman nearby raised her
hand to volunteer, the Red officer in charge ignored her and
instead pointed a pistol at a pretty young girl. When the girl
refused, several soldiers approached.

“She was in tears as she was brutally shoved forward,” recorded
Lali, “followed by others who were protesting helplessly.”

“A Pole discovered me,” acknowledged another girl, “and began to
sell me to Russians. He had fixed up a brothel in his cellar for
Russian officers. I was fetched by him… I had to go with him, and
could not resist. I came into the cellar, in which there were the
most depraved carryings on, drinking, smoking and shouting, and
I had to participate… I felt like shrieking.”

While many women endured such slavery—if only to eat—others
risked their all to escape. Recounted an American journalist:

As our long line of British Army lorries… rolled through the
main street of Brahlstorf, the last Russian occupied town, a
pretty blond girl darted from the crowd of Germans watching us
and made a dash for our truck. Clinging with both hands to the
tailboard, she made a desperate effort to climb in. But we were
driving too fast and the board was too high. After being dragged
several hundred yards she had to let go and fell on the
cobblestone street. That scene was a dramatic illustration of the
state of terror in which women… were living.

“All these women,” wrote a witness, “Germans, Polish, Jewish and
even Russian girls ‘freed’ from Nazi slave camps, were dominated
by one desperate desire to escape from the Red zone.”

* * *

By the summer of 1945, Germany had become the world’s greatest
slave market where sex was the new medium of exchange. While
the wolf of hunger might be kept from the door, grim disease was
always waiting in the wings.

“As a way of dying it may be worse than starvation, but it will put
off dying for months—or even years,” commented an English
journalist.

In addition to all the venereal diseases known in the West,
German women were infected by a host of new evils, including an
insidious strain of Asiatic syphilis. “It is a virulent form of
sickness, unknown in this part of the world,” a doctor’s wife
explained. “It would be difficult to cure even if we were lucky
enough to have any penicillin.”

Another dreaded concern—not only for those who were selling
themselves, but for the millions of rape victims—was unwanted
pregnancy. Thousands who were if fact pregnant sought and found
abortions. Thousands more lived in dreadful suspense. And for
those infants who were carried and delivered, their struggle was
usually brief.

“The mortality among the small children and infants was very
high,” noted one sad woman. “They simply had to starve to death.
There was nothing for them… Generally, they did not live to be
more than 3 months old—a consolation for those mothers, who
had got the child against their will from a Russian… The mother
worked all the time and was very seldom able to give the child the
breast.”

As the above implied, simply because a mother sold her body to
feed a child did not necessarily save her from back-breaking labor.
Indeed, with the end of war, Germans old and young were
dragooned by the victors for the monumental clean-up and
dismantling of the devastated Reich. Sometimes food was given to
the workers —“a piece of bread or maybe a bowl of thin, watery
soup”— and sometimes not. “We used to start work at six o’clock
in the morning and get home again at six in the evening,” said a
Silesian woman.” We had to work on Sundays, too, and we were
given neither payment nor food for what we did.”

From the blasted capital, Berlin, another female recorded:

Berlin is being cleaned up… All round the hills of rubble, buckets
were being passed from hand to hand; we have returned to the
days of the Pyramids—except that instead of building we are
carrying away… On the embankment German prisoners were
slaving away—gray-heads in miserable clothes, presumably ex-
Volkssturm. With grunts and groans, they were loading heavy
wheels onto freight-cars. They gazed at us imploringly, tried to
keep near us. At first I couldn’t understand why. Others did,
though, and secretly passed the men a few crusts of bread. This
is strictly forbidden, but the Russian guard stared hard in the
opposite direction. The men were unshaven, shrunken, with
wretched doglike expressions. To me they didn’t look German at
all.

“My mother, 72 years of age, had to work outside the town on
refuse heaps,” lamented a daughter in Posen. “There the old
people were hunted about, and had to sort out bottles and iron,
even when it was raining… The work was dirty, and it was
impossible for them to change their clothes.”

Understandably, thousands of overworked, underfed victims soon
succumbed under such conditions. No job was too low or
degrading for the conquered Germans to perform. Well-bred
ladies, who in former times were theater-going members of the
upper-class, worked side by side with peasants at washtubs,
cleaning socks and underclothes of Russian privates. Children and
the aged were put to work scrubbing floors and shining boots in
the American, British and French Zones.

Some tasks were especially loathsome, as one woman makes clear:
“As a result of the war damage… the toilets were stopped up and
filthy. This filth we had to clear away with our hands, without any
utensils to do so. The excrement was brought into the yard,
shoveled into carts, which we had to bring to refuse pits. The awful
part was, that we got dirtied by the excrement which spurted up,
but we could not clean ourselves.”

Added another female from the Soviet Zone:

We had to build landing strips, and to break stones… From six in
the morning until nine at night, we were working along the
roads. Any Russian who felt like it took us aside. In the morning
and at night we received cold water and a piece of bread, and at
noon soup of crushed, unpeeled potatoes, without salt. At night
we slept on the floors of farmhouses or stables, dead tired,
huddled together. But we woke up every so often, when a
moaning and whimpering in the pitch-black room announced
the presence of one of the guards.

As this woman and others acknowledge, although sex could be
bought for a bit of food, a cigarette or a toothbrush, some victors
preferred to take what they wanted, whenever and wherever they
pleased. “If they wanted a girl they just came in the field and got
her,” recalled Ilse Breyer who worked at planting potatoes.

“Hunger made German women more ‘available’,’’ an American
soldier revealed, “but despite this, rape was prevalent and often
accompanied by additional violence. In particular I remember an
eighteen-year-old woman who had the side of her face smashed
with a rifle butt and was then raped by two Gls. Even the French
complained that the rapes, looting and drunken destructiveness
on the part of our troops was excessive.”

* * *

“God, I hate the Germans,” wrote Dwight D. Eisenhower to his
wife in 1944.

As Mrs. Eisenhower and anyone else close to the general knew,
her husband’s loathing of all things German was nothing short of
pathological. With the final German capitulation in May, 1945, the
Allied commander found himself in control of over five million
ragged, weary, but living, enemy soldiers. “It is a pity we could not
have killed more,’’ muttered the general, dissatisfied with the
body-count from the greatest bloodbath in human history. And so,
Eisenhower settled for next best: If he could not kill armed
Germans in war, he would kill disarmed Germans in peace.
Because the Geneva Convention guaranteed POWs of signer
nations the same food, shelter and medical attention as their
captors, and because these laws were to be enforced by the
International Red Cross, Eisenhower simply circumvented the
treaty by creating his own category for prisoners. Under the
general’s reclassification, German soldiers were no longer
considered POWs, but DEFs—Disarmed Enemy Forces. With this
bit of legerdemain, and in direct violation of the Geneva
Convention, Eisenhower could now deal in secret with those in his
power, free from the prying eyes of the outside world.

Even before war’s end, thousands of German soldiers who
somehow escaped being murdered by the Americans when they
surrendered and who actually did reach a POW camp,
nevertheless soon died in captivity from starvation, neglect and, in
many cases, outright murder. At one camp along the Rhine River
in April 1945, each group of ten men were expected to survive in
the open, on a plot of mud a few yards wide, in cold, wet weather,
without shelter or blankets, with virtually no food. When the
Americans finally “fed” the prisoners, it was one slice of bread that
had to be cut ten ways, a strip for each man. A voice on the camp
loud speaker arrogantly announced: “German soldiers, eat slowly.
You haven’t had anything to eat in a long time. When you get your
rations today from the best fed army in the world, you’ll die if you
don’t eat slowly.” This mocking, murderous routine continued for
three months. Once healthy prisoners soon became barely-
breathing skeletons. Like clockwork, large numbers of dead were
hauled away every day.

“The provision of water was a major problem,” revealed another
witness, “yet only 200 yards away was the River Rhine running
bank full.”

With the war still in progress, when the hard-pressed German
leadership heard of these American atrocities they naturally
appealed to the International Red Cross.

“If the Germans were reasoning like normal beings, they would
realize the whole history of the United States and Great Britain is
to be generous towards a defeated enemy,” came Eisenhower’s
pompous reply. “We observe all the laws of the Geneva
Convention.”

With German surrender and the threat of retaliation against Allied
POWs entirely erased, deaths in the American concentration
camps soared dramatically. While tens of thousands died of
starvation and thirst, hundreds of thousands more perished from
overcrowding and disease. As sixteen-year-old, Hugo Stehkamper,
graphically described:

I only had a sweater to protect me from the pouring rain and the
cold. There just wasn’t any shelter to be had. You stood there,
wet through and through, in fields that couldn’t be called fields
anymore—they were ruined. You had to make an effort when
you walked to even pull your shoes out of the mud… It’s
incomprehensible to me how we could stand for many, many
days without sitting, without lying down, just standing there,
totally soaked. During the day we marched around, huddled
together to try to warm each other a bit. At night we stood
because we couldn’t walk and tried to keep awake by singing or
humming songs. Again and again someone got so tired his knees
got weak and he collapsed.

The situation at American death camps near Remagen, Rheinberg
and elsewhere, was typical. With no shelter of any sort, the men
were forced to dig holes with their bare hands simply to sleep in.

At night, the prisoners would lower into the holes and try to stay
warm by clinging to one another. And since it rained virtually
every day, those holes that did not collapse always filled with
water. Because of rampant diarrhea many of the victims were
forced to defecate on the ground. Others were so weakened from
sickness and starvation that they could not even lower their pants.
Quickly, everyone’s clothes became infected with excrement and
very soon, all the men suffered from chronic diarrhea. One camp
“was nothing but a giant sewer, where each man just shit where he
stood,” recounts a victim. Another enclosure was “literally a sea of
urine” where prisoners were compelled to live and sleep. Even
though the Rhine River flowed nearby, there was no water in most
camps to drink, much less wash clothes in. As the prisoners
rapidly weakened, many who fell into the numerous dug holes
found it difficult or impossible to get out again without the help of
others.

“Amputees slithered like amphibians through the mud, soaking
and freezing. Naked to the skies day after day and night after
night…,” remembered a witness.

When the camp commandant decided to feed the prisoners,
generally every other day, the starved men read on the ration
container that the amount was only one-tenth the normal daily
diet fed US troops. One prisoner actually complained to a camp
commander that the starvation diet was against the Geneva
Convention.

“Forget the Convention,” snapped the American officer. “You
haven’t any rights.”

As elsewhere, within days of enduring such deadly conditions
many of those who had gone healthy into the Remagen camp were
being dragged out the front gate by their heals and thrown onto a
waiting truck.

“The Americans were really shitty to us,” a survivor at another
camp recalled. “All we had to eat was grass.”

At Hans Waltersdorf’s prison, the inmates survived on a daily
soup made of birdseed. “Not fit for human consumption,” read the
words on the sacks. At another camp, a weeping seventeen-year-
old stood day in, day out beside the barbed wire fence. In the
distance, the youth could just view his own village. One morning,
inmates awoke to find the boy dead, his body strung up by guards
and left dangling on the wires. When outraged prisoners cried
“Murderers! Murderers!” the camp commander withheld their
meager rations for three days.

“For us who were already starving and could hardly move because
of weakness… it meant death,” said one of the men.

Not enough that his American jailers were starving them to death;
Eisenhower even forbade those on the outside from feeding the
prisoners:

Under no circumstances may food supplies be assembled among
the local inhabitants in order to deliver them to prisoners of war.
Those who violate this command and nevertheless try to
circumvent this blockade to allow something to come to the
prisoners place themselves in danger of being shot.

Horrified by what they could see at a distance, heart-broken
women from towns and villages surrounding the camps did indeed
bring their own meager food stocks to share with the starving
men. Good to his word, Eisenhower’s guards always chased the
women and children away, scooped up the food, poured gasoline
over it, then set the piles on fire. As warned, when some anguished
women persisted, they were shot. After this murderous decree,
anyone who insisted that the goal of the American general was
anything less than the massacre of those under his control was
simply one of those privy to the plan.

There was no lack of food or shelter among the victorious Allies.

Indeed, American supply depots were bursting at the seams.
“More stocks than we can ever use,” one general announced.
“They stretch as far as the eye can see.” Instead of allowing even a
trickle of this bounty to reach the compounds, the starvation diet
was further reduced. “Outside the camp the Americans were
burning food which they could not eat themselves,” revealed a
starving Werner Laska from his prison.

“When they caught me throwing C-Rations over the fence, they
threatened me with imprisonment,” confided an angry American
guard, Private Martin Brech. “One Captain told me that he would
shoot me if he saw me again tossing food to the Germans… Some
of the men were really only boys 13 years of age… or old men
drafted by Hitler in his last ditch stand… I understand that
average weight of the prisoners… was 90 pounds.”

As Brech noted, many of the prisoners were mere children. Some
little boys were still clad in the same grimy pajamas the Americans
had arrested them in. Fear that the children might form guerrilla
groups was the official reason given.

Horrified by the silent, secret slaughter, the International Red
Cross—which had over 100,000 tons of food stored in Switzerland
—tried to intercede. When two trains loaded with supplies reached
the camps, however, they were turned back by American officers.
“These Nazis are getting a dose of their own medicine,” a prison
commandant reported proudly to one of Eisenhower’s “political
advisers.”

“German soldiers were not common law convicts,” protested a Red
Cross official, “they were drafted to fight in a national army on
patriotic grounds and could not refuse military service any more
than the Americans could.”

Like this individual, many others found no justification
whatsoever in the massacre of helpless prisoners, especially since
the German government had lived up to the Geneva Convention,
as one American official put it, “to a tee.”

“I have come up against few instances where Germans have not
treated prisoners according to the rules, and respected the Red
Cross,” wrote war correspondent Allan Wood of the London
Express.

“The Germans even in their greatest moments of despair obeyed
the Convention in most respects,” a US officer added. “True it is
that there were front line atrocities—passions run high up there—
but they were incidents, not practices; and maladministration of
their American prison camps was very uncommon.”

Nevertheless, despite the Red Cross report that ninety-nine
percent of American prisoners of war in Germany had survived
and were on their way home, Eisenhower’s murderous program
continued apace.

One officer who refused to have a hand in the crime and who
began releasing large numbers of prisoners soon after they were
disarmed was George Patton. Reasoned the general:

I emphasized [to the troops] the necessity for the proper
treatment of prisoners of war, both as to their lives and property.
My usual statement was… “Kill all the Germans you can but do
not put them up against a wall and kill them. Do your killing
while they are still fighting. After a man has surrendered, he
should be treated exactly in accordance with the Rules of Land
Warfare, and just as you would hope to be treated if you were
foolish enough to surrender. Americans do not kick people in the
teeth after they are down.”

Although other upright generals such as Omar Bradley issued
orders to release POWs, Eisenhower quickly overruled them.

Mercifully, for the two million Germans under British control,
Bernard Montgomery refused to participate in the massacre.
Indeed, soon after war’s end, the field marshal released and sent
most of his prisoners home.

After being shuttled from one enclosure to the next, Corporal
Helmut Liebich had seen for himself all the horrors the American
death camps had to give. At one compound, amused guards
formed lines and beat starving prisoners with sticks and clubs as
they ran the gauntlet for their paltry rations. At another camp of
5,200 men, Liebich watched as ten to thirty bodies were hauled
away daily. At yet another prison, there was “35 days of starvation
and 15 days of no food at all,” and what little the wretched inmates
did receive was rotten. Finally, in June, 1945, Liebich’s camp at
Rheinberg passed to British control. Immediately, survivors were
given food and shelter and for those like Liebich—who now
weighed 97 pounds and was dying of dysentery—swift medical
attention was provided.

“It was wonderful to be under a roof in a real bed,” the corporal
reminisced. “We were treated like human beings again. The
Tommies treated us like comrades.”

Before the British could take complete control of the camp,
however, Liebich noted that American bulldozers leveled one
section of the compound where skeletal—but breathing—men still
lay in their holes.

* * *

If possible, Germans in French hands suffered even more than
those held by Americans. When France requested slaves as part of
its war booty, Eisenhower transferred over half a million Germans
east.

“Gee! I hope we don’t ever lose a war,’’ thought a GI as he stared at
the broken, starving wrecks being selected for slavery. At one
American camp of over 30,000 prisoners, a stunned French
officer was horrified to see nothing but a vast killing field,
“peopled with living skeletons, male and female, huddling under
scraps of wet card board.”

Martin Brech happened to be in a truck slowly following one
group of Germans that were marching toward France and slavery.
“Whenever a German prisoner staggered or dropped back, he was
hit on the head with a club and killed,” recalled the shocked US
private. “The bodies were rolled to the side of the road to be
picked up by another truck. For many, this quick death might have
been preferable to slow starvation in our killing fields.”

“When we marched through Namur in a column seven abreast,
there was also a Catholic procession going through the street,”
remembered one slave as he moved through Belgium. “When the
people saw the POWs, the procession dissolved, and they threw
rocks and horse shit at us. From Namur, we went by train in open
railroad cars. At one point we went under a bridge, and railroad
ties were thrown from it into the cars filled with POWs, causing
several deaths. Later we went under another overpass, and women
lifted their skirts and relieved themselves on us.”

Once in France, the assaults intensified. “We were cursed, spat
upon and even physically attacked by the French population,
especially the women,” Hans von der Heide wrote. “I bitterly
recalled scenes from the spring, when we marched American
POWs through the streets of Paris. They were threatened and
insulted no differently by the French mob.”

Like the Americans, the French starved their prisoners. Unlike the
Americans, the French drained the last ounce of labor from their
victims before they dropped dead. “I have seen them beaten with
rifle butts and kicked with feet in the streets of the town because
they broke down of overwork,” remarked a witness from Langres.
“Two or three of them die of exhaustion every week.”

“In another camp,” a horrified viewer added, “prisoners receive
only one meal a day but are expected to continue working.
Elsewhere so many have died recently that the cemetery space was
exhausted and another had to be built.”

Revealed the French journal, Le Figaro:“In certain camps for
German prisoners of war… living skeletons may be seen… and
deaths from undernourishment are numerous. We learn that
prisoners have been savagely and systematically beaten and that
some have been employed in removing mines without protection
equipment so that they have been condemned to die sooner or
later.”

“Twenty-five percent of the men in our camp died in one month,”
echoed a slave from Buglose.

The enslavement of German soldiers was not limited to France.
Although fed and treated infinitely better, several hundred
thousand POWs in Great Britain were transformed into virtual
slaves. When prisoners were put to work raising projects for
Britain’s grand “Victory in Europe” celebration, one English
foreman felt compelled to quip: “I guess the Jerries are preparing
to celebrate their own downfall. It does seem as though that is
laying it on a bit thick.”

In vain did the International Red Cross protest:

The United States, Britain, and France… are violating
International Red Cross agreements they solemnly signed in
1929. Investigation at Geneva headquarters today disclosed that
the transfer of German war prisoners captured by the American
army to French and British authorities for forced labor is
nowhere permitted in the statues of the International Red Cross,
which is the highest authority on the subject in the world.

* * *

Meanwhile, those Germans not consigned to bondage continued
to perish in American prisons. Soldiers who did not succumb to
hunger or disease often died of thirst, even though streams
sometimes ran just a few feet from the camps. “The lack of water
was the worst thing of all,” remembered George Weiss of his
enclosure where the Rhine flowed just beyond the barbed wire.
“For three and a half days we had no water at all. We would drink
our own urine. It tasted terrible, but what could we do? Some men
got down on the ground and licked the ground to get some
moisture. I was so weak I was already on my knees.”

At one death camp, after a German officer submitted an official
protest over the withholding of water from the prisoners, the
American commandant ordered a large fire hose dragged into the
densely-packed compound then told his men to turn it on to its
utmost. Because of the great pressure, the hose flailed violently,
knocking already weakened prisoners to the ground right and left.
Still, many men, dying of thirst, tried desperately to capture even a
few drops of water. As intended, such a spectacle provided great
amusement for the US guards. “They laughed at our predicament
as hard as they could,” noted one dying prisoner. When the hose
was then quickly turned off only a thin layer of mud remained,
which, of course, soon dried in seconds. Such sadistic treatment
not only insured men would die but it guaranteed others would be
driven insane.

Some prisoners, observed American guard, Martin Brech, “tried to
escape in a demented or suicidal fashion, running through open
fields in broad daylight towards the Rhine to quench their thirst.
They were mowed down.”

As if their plight were not already hideous enough, prisoners
occasionally became the targets of drunken and sadistic guards
who sprayed the camps with machine-gun fire for sport. “I think,”
Private Brech continued, “that soldiers not exposed to combat
were trying to prove how tough they were by taking it out on the
prisoners and civilians.”

I encountered a captain on a hill above the Rhine shooting down
at a group of German civilian women with his -45 caliber pistol.
When I asked, “Why?” he mumbled, “Target practice,” and fired
until his pistol was empty… This is when I realized I was dealing
with cold-blooded killers filled with moralistic hatred.

While continuing to deny the Red Cross and other relief agencies
access to the camps, Eisenhower stressed among his lieutenants
the need for secrecy. “Ike made the sensational statement that
now that hostilities were over, the important thing was to stay in
with world public opinion—apparently whether it was right or
wrong,” recorded a disgusted George Patton. “After lunch he
talked to us very confidentially on the necessity for solidarity in
the event that any of us are called before a Congressional
Committee.”

To prevent the gruesome details from reaching the outside world
—and sidetrack those that did—counter-rumors were circulated
stating that, far from mistreating and murdering prisoners, US
camp commanders were actually turning back released Germans
who tried to slip back in for food and shelter.

Ultimately, at least 800,000 German prisoners died in the
American and French death camps. “Quite probably,” one expert
later wrote, the figure of one million is closer to the mark. And
thus, during the first summer of “peace,” did ten times the number
of German soldiers die than were killed on the whole Western
Front during the whole six years of war.

“It is hard to escape the conclusion,” admitted a journalist after
the war, “that Dwight Eisenhower was a war criminal of epic
proportions.”

* * *

Unlike their democratic counterparts, the Soviet Union made little
effort to hide from the world the fate of German prisoners in its
hands. Toiling and dying by the tens of thousands in the forests,
bogs and mines of Siberia, the captives were slaves pure and
simple and no attempt was made to disguise the fact. For the
enslaved Germans, male and female, the odds of surviving the
Soviet gulags were even worse than escaping the American or
French prison camps and a trip to Siberia was tantamount to a
death sentence. What little food the slaves received was intended
merely to maintain their strength so that the last ounce of energy
could be drained from them.

And so, with the once mighty Wehrmacht now disarmed and
enslaved, and with their leaders either dead or awaiting trial for
war crimes, the old men, women and children who remained in
the dismembered Reich found themselves utterly at the mercy of
the victors. Unfortunately for these survivors, never in the history
of the world was mercy in shorter supply.

* * *

While disarmed and helpless German soldiers were dying by the
hundreds of thousands in American death camps, helpless
German civilians were likewise dying of deliberate starvation in
their uncounted thousands. Indeed, in “peace,” all of Germany
itself had become the world’s largest death camp, just as Henry
Morgenthau had hoped and planned.

Because Germany’s entire infrastructure had been shattered by
the war, it was already assured that thousands would starve to
death before roads, rails, canals, and bridges could be restored.
Even when much of the damage had been repaired, the deliberate
withholding of food from Germany guaranteed that hundreds of
thousands more were doomed to a slow death. Continuing the
policy of their merciless predecessors, Harry Truman and Clement
Attlee allowed the spirit of Morgenthau to dictate their course of
action regarding post-war Germany.

No measures were to be undertaken, wrote President Truman to
General Eisenhower, “looking toward the economic rehabilitation
of Germany or designed to maintain or strengthen the German
economy.” In other words, the shattered Germany economy would
remain just as it was and the people would simply be allowed to
starve.

Not only would food from the outside be denied entry, but US
troops were forbidden to “give, sell or trade” supplies to the
starving. Additionally, Germany’s already absent ability to feed
itself would be stymied even further by withholding seed crop,
fertilizer, gas, oil, and parts for farm machinery. Because of the
enforced famine, it was estimated that thirty million Germans
would soon succumb. Well down the road to starvation even
before surrender, those Germans who survived war now struggled
to survive peace.

“I trudged home on sore feet, limp with hunger…,” a Berlin
woman scribbled in her diary. “It struck me that everyone I passed
on the way home stared at me out of sunken, starving eyes.
Tomorrow I’ll go in search of nettles again. I examine every bit of
green with this in mind.”

“The search for food made all former worries irrelevant,” added
Lali Horstmann. “It was the present moment alone that counted.”

While city-dwellers ate weeds, those on the land had food taken
from them and were forced to dig roots, pick berries and glean
fields. “Old men, women and children,” a witness noted, “may be
seen picking up one grain at a time from the ground to be carried
home in a sack the size of a housewife’s shopping bag.”

The deadly effects of malnutrition soon became evident. Lamented
one anguished observer:

They are emaciated to the bone. Their clothes hang loose on
their bodies, the lower extremities are like the bones of a
skeleton, their hands shake as though with palsy, the muscles of
the arms are withered, the skin lies in folds, and is without
elasticity, the joints spring out as though broken. The weight of
the women of average height and build has fallen way below 110
pounds. Often women of child-bearing age weigh no more than
65 pounds.

“We were really starving now…,” acknowledged Ilse McKee. “Most
of the time we were too weak to do anything. Even queuing up for
what little food there was to be distributed sometimes proved too
much.”

Orders to the contrary, many Allied soldiers secretly slipped
chocolate to children or simply turned their backs while elders
stole bread. Others were determined to follow orders implacably.
“It was a common sight,” recalled one GI, “to see German women
up to their elbows in our garbage cans looking for something
edible—that is, if they weren’t chased away.” To prevent starving
Germans from grubbing American leftovers, army cooks laced
their slop with soap. Tossing crumbs or used chewing gum to
scrambling children was another pastime some soldiers found
amusing.

For many victims, especially the old and young, even begging and
stealing proved too taxing and thousands slipped slowly into the
final, fatal apathy preceding death.

“Most children under 10 and people over 60 cannot survive the
coming winter,” one American admitted.

“The number of still-born children is approaching the number of
those born alive, and an increasing proportion of these die in a few
days,” offered another witness to the tragedy. “Even if they come
into the world of normal weight, they start immediately to lose
weight and die shortly. Very often mothers cannot stand the loss
of blood in childbirth and perish. Infant mortality has reached the
horrifying height of 90 per cent.”

“Millions of these children must die before there is enough food,”
echoed an American clergyman traveling in Germany. “In
Frankfurt at a children’s hospital there have been set aside 25 out
of 100 children. These will be fed and kept alive. It is better to feed
25 enough to keep them alive and let 75 starve than to feed the
100 for a short while and let them all starve.”

From Wiesbaden, a correspondent of the Chicago Daily News sat
with a mother and watched as her eight-year-old played with her
only toys, a doll and carriage. The reporter saw at a glance that the
thin, frail child was starving.

“She doesn’t look well,” I said.

“Six years of war,” the mother replied, in that quiet toneless
manner so common here now. “She hasn’t had a chance. None of
the children have. Her teeth are not good. She catches illness so
easily. She laughs and plays—yes; but soon she is tired. She
never has known”—and the mother’s eyes filled with tears “what
it is not to be hungry.”

“Was it that bad during the war?” I asked.

“Not this bad,” she replied, “but not good at all. And now I am
told the bread ration is to be less. What are we to do; all of us?
For six years we suffered. We love our country. My husband was
killed—his second war. My oldest son is a prisoner somewhere in
France. My other boy lost a leg… And now…”

By this time she was weeping. I gave this little girl a Hershey bar
and she wept pure joy—as she held it. By this time I wasn’t
feeling too chipper myself.

When a scattering of reports such as the above began filtering out
to the American and British public, many were shocked, horrified
and outraged at the secret slaughter being committed in their
name. Already troubled that the US State Department had tried to
keep an official report on conditions in Germany from public
scrutiny, Senator James Eastland of Mississippi was outraged.

“There appears to be a conspiracy of silence…,” announced
Eastland. “Are we following a policy of vindictive hatred, a policy
which would not be endorsed by the American people as a whole if
they knew true conditions?”

“Yes,” replied a chamber colleague, Senator Homer Capehart of
Indiana, no doubt with Henry Morgenthau on his mind:

The fact can no longer be suppressed, namely, the fact that it has
been and continues to be, the deliberate policy… of this
government to draw and quarter a nation now reduced to abject
misery. In this process this clique, like a pack of hyenas
struggling over the bloody entrails of a corpse, and inspired by a
sadistic and fanatical hatred, are determined to destroy the
German nation and the German people, no matter what the
consequences… This administration has been carrying on a
deliberate policy of mass starvation.

The murderous program was, wrote an equally outraged William
Henry Chamberlain, “a positively sadistic desire to inflict
maximum suffering on all Germans, irrespective of their
responsibility for Nazi crimes.”

Because of these and other critics, Allied officials were forced to
respond. Following a fact-finding tour of Germany, Eleanor
Roosevelt, wife of the late president, professed to see no suffering
beyond what was considered “tolerable.” And General
Eisenhower, pointing out that there were food shortages all
throughout Europe, noted that Germany suffered no more nor less
than its neighbors. “While I and my subordinates believe that
stern justice should be meted out to war criminals… we would
never condone inhuman or un-American practices upon the
helpless,” assuaged the general as helpless Germans died by the
tens of thousands in his death camps each month.

Although some nations were indeed suffering shortages, none save
Germany was starving. Many countries were actually experiencing
surpluses of food, including Denmark on Germany’s north border,
a nation only waiting Eisenhower’s nod to send tons of excess beef
south.

“England is not starving…,” argued Robert Conway in the New
York News. “France is better off than England, and Italy is better
off than France.”

When Senator Albert Hawkes of New Jersey pleaded with
President Truman to head off catastrophe and allow private relief
packages to enter Germany, the American leader offered various
excuses, then cut the senator short:

While we have no desire to be unduly cruel to Germany, I cannot
feel any great sympathy for those who caused the death of so
many human beings by starvation, disease, and outright murder,
in addition to all the destruction and death of war…. I think
that… no one should be called upon to pay for Germany’s
misfortune except Germany itself… Eventually the enemy
countries will be given some attention.

In time, Germany did receive “some attention.” Late in 1945, the
British allowed Red Cross shipments to enter their zone, followed
by the French in theirs. Months later, even the United States
grudgingly permitted supplies to cross into its sector. For millions
of Germans, however—the old, the young, the injured, the
imprisoned—the “attention,” as originally planned, was far too
little, far too late.

Had rapes, slavery and starvation been the only trials Germans
were forced to endure, it would have been terrible enough. There
were other horrors ahead, however—some so sadistic and evil as
to stagger the senses. The nightmarish fate that befell thousands
of victims locked deep in Allied prisons was enough, moaned one
observer, to cause even the devout to ask “if there really were such
a thing as a God.”

* * *

Soon after the Allied victory in Europe, the purge of National
Socialist Party members from government, business, industry,
science, education, and all other walks of German life commenced.
While a surprising number of Nazis were allowed—even compelled
—to man their posts temporarily to enable a smooth transition, all
party members, high and low, were sooner or later excised from
German daily life. In theory, “denazification” was a simple
replacement of National Socialist officials with those of
democratic or communist underpinnings. In practice, the purge
became little more than a cloak for rape, torture and death.

Because their knowledge of the language and culture was superb,
many of the intelligence officers accompanying US and British
forces into the Reich were Jewish refugees who had fled Germany
in the late 1930s. Although their American and English “aides”
were hardly better, the fact that many of these “39ers” became
interrogators, examiners and screeners, with old scores to settle,
insured that Nazis—or any German, for that matter—would be
shown no mercy.

One man opposed to the vengeance-minded program was George
Patton.

“Evidently the virus started by Morgenthau and Bernard Baruch of
a Semitic revenge against all Germans is still working,” wrote the
general in private. “I am frankly opposed to this war-criminal
stuff. It is not cricket and it is Semitic… I can’t see how Americans
can sink so low.”

Soon after occupation, all adult Germans were compelled to
register at the nearest Allied headquarters and complete a lengthy
questionnaire on their past activities. While many nervous citizens
were detained then and there, most returned home, convinced
that at long last the terrible ordeal was over. For millions,
however, the trial had but begun.

“Then it started,” whispered Anna Fest, a woman who had
registered with the Americans six weeks earlier.

Such a feeling of helplessness, when three or four heavily armed
military police stand in front of you. You just panic. I cried
terribly. My mother was completely beside herself and said,
“You can’t do this. She registered just as she was supposed to.”
Then she said, “If only you’d gone somewhere else and had
hidden.” But I consider that senseless, because I did not feel
guilty… That was the way it went with everyone, with no reason
given.

Few German adults, Nazi or not, escaped the dreaded knock on
the door. Far from being dangerous fascists, Freddy and Lali
Horstmann were actually well-known anti-Nazis. Recounts Lali
from the Soviet Zone:

“I am sorry to bother you,” he began, “but I am simply carrying
out my orders. Until when did you work for the Foreign Office?”

“Till 1933,” my husband answered.

“Then you need fear nothing,” Androff said. “We accuse you of
nothing, but we want you to accompany us to the headquarters
of the NKVD, the secret police, so that we can take down what
you said in a protocol, and ask you a few questions about the
working of the Foreign Office…”

We were stunned for a moment; then I started forward, asking if
I could come along with them.

“Impossible,” the interpreter smiled.

My heart raced. Would Freddy answer satisfactorily? Could he
stand the excitement? What sort of accommodation would they
give him?

“Don’t worry, your husband has nothing to fear,” Androlf
continued. “He will have a heated room. Give him a blanket for
the night, but quickly, we must leave…”

There was a feeling of sharp tension, putting the soldier on his
guard, as though he were expecting an attack from one of us. I
took first the soldier, then the interpreter, by their hands and
begged them to be kind to Freddy, repeating myself in the bustle
and scraping of feet that drowned my words. There was a
banging of doors. A cold wind blew in. I felt Freddy kiss me. I
never saw him again.

“We were wakened by the sound of tires screeching, engines
stopping abruptly, orders yelled, general din, and a hammering on
the window shutters. Then the intruders broke through the door,
and we saw Americans with rifles who stood in front of our bed
and shone lights at us. None of them spoke German, but their
gestures said: ‘Get dressed, come with us immediately.’ This was
my fourth arrest.”

Thus wrote Leni Riefenstahl, a talented young woman who was
perhaps the world’s greatest film-maker. Because her epic
documentaries—Triumph of the Will and Olympia—seemed
paeans to not only Germany, but National Socialism, and because
of her close relationship with an admiring Adolf Hitler, Leni was
of more than passing interest to the Allies. Though false, rumors
also hinted that the attractive, sometimes-actress was also a
“mistress of the devil”—that she and Hitler were lovers.

“Neither my husband nor my mother nor any of my three
assistants had ever joined the Nazi Party, nor had any of us been
politically active,” said the confused young woman. “No charges
had ever been filed against us, yet we were at the mercy of the
Allies and had no legal protection of any kind.”

Soon after Leni’s fourth arrest, came a fifth.

The jeep raced along the autobahns until, a few hours later… I
was brought to the Salzburg Prison; there an elderly prison
matron rudely pushed me into the cell, kicking me so hard that I
fell to the ground; then the door was locked. There were two
other women in the dark, barren room, and one of them, on her
knees, slid about the floor, jabbering confusedly; then she began
to scream, her limbs writhing hysterically. She seemed to have
lost her mind. The other woman crouched on her bunk, weeping
to herself.

As Leni and others quickly discovered, the “softening up” process
began soon after arrival at an Allied prison. When Ernst von
Salomon, his Jewish girlfriend and fellow prisoners reached an
American holding pen near Munich, the men were promptly led
into a room and brutally beaten by military police. With his teeth
knocked out and blood spurting from his mouth, von Salomon
moaned to a gum-chewing officer, “You are no gentlemen.” The
remark brought only a roar of laughter from the attackers. “No,
no, no!” the Gis grinned. “We are Mississippi boys!” In another
room, military policemen raped the women at will while leering
soldiers watched from windows.

After such savage treatment, the feelings of despair only
intensified once the captives were crammed into cells.

“The people had been standing there for three days, waiting to be
interrogated,” remembered a German physician ordered to treat
prisoners in the Soviet Zone. “At the sight of us a pandemonium
broke out which left me helpless… As far as I could gather, the
usual senseless questions were being reiterated: Why were they
there, and for how long? They had no water and hardly anything
to eat. They wanted to be let out more often than once a day… A
great many of them have dysentery so badly that they can no
longer get up.”

“Young Poles made fun of us,” wept a woman from her cell in the
same zone. “They threw bricks through the windows, paper bags
with sand, and skins of hares filled with excrement. We did not
dare to move or offer resistance, but huddled together in the
farthest corner, in order not to be hit, which could not always be
avoided… We were never free from torments.”

“For hours on end I rolled about on my bed, trying to forget my
surroundings,” recalled Leni Riefenstahl, “but it was impossible.”

The mentally disturbed woman kept screaming—all through the
night; but even worse were the yells and shrieks of men from the
courtyard, men who were being beaten, screaming like animals.
I subsequently found out that a company of SS men was being
interrogated.

They came for me the next morning, and I was taken to a padded
cell where I had to strip naked, and a woman examined every
square inch of my body. Then I had to get dressed and go down
to the courtyard, where many men were standing, apparently
prisoners, and I was the only woman. We had to line up before
an American guard who spoke German. The prisoners stood to
attention, so I tried to do the same, and then an American came
who spoke fluent German. He pushed a few people together,
then halted at the first in our line. “Were you in the Party?”

The prisoner hesitated for a moment, then said: “Yes.”

He was slugged in the face and spat blood.

The American went on to the next in line.

“Were you in the Party?”

The man hesitated.

“Yes or no?”

“Yes.” And he too got punched so hard in the face that the blood
ran out of his mouth. However, like the first man, he didn’t dare
resist. They didn’t even instinctively raise their hands to protect
themselves. They did nothing. They put up with the blows like
dogs.

The next man was asked:

“Were you in the Party?”

Silence.

“Well?”

“No,” he yelled, so no punch. From then on nobody admitted
that he had been in the Party and I was not even asked.

As the above case illustrated, seldom was there any rhyme or
reason to the examinations; all were designed to force from the
victim what the inquisitor wanted to hear, whether true or false.
Additionally, most such “interrogations” were structured to inflict
as much pain and suffering as possible.

“A young commissar, who was a great hater of the Germans, cross
examined me,” Gertrude Schulz remembered. “When he put the
question: “Frauenwerk [Women’s Labor Service]?” I answered in
the negative. Thereupon he became so enraged, that he beat me
with a stick, until I was black and blue. I received about is blows…
on my left upper arm, on my back and on my thigh. I collapsed
and, as in the case of the first cross-examination, I had to sign the
questionnaire.”

“Both officers who took our testimony were former German Jews,”
reminisced a member of the women’s SS, Anna Fest. While vicious
dogs snarled nearby, one of the officers screamed questions and
accusations at Anna. If the answers were not those desired, “he
kicked me in the back and the other hit me.”

They kept saying we must have been armed, have had pistols or
so. But we had no weapons, none of us… I had no pistol. I
couldn’t say, just so they’d leave me in peace, yes, we had pistols.
The same thing would happen to the next person to testify… The
terrible thing was, the German men had to watch. That was a
horrible, horrible experience… That must have been terrible for
them. When I went outside, several of them stood there with
tears running down their cheeks. What could they have done?
They could do nothing.

As part of one “interrogation” process, Johann Heilmeyer was
forced to watch as Americans tied a woman’s hands to a chair, tore
off her clothes, then took turns raping her. Other women were
warned that if they failed to sign false confessions they would be
turned over to black troops who would do with them as they saw
fit.

Not surprisingly, with beatings, rape, torture, and death facing
them, few victims failed to “confess” and most glad ly inked their
name to any scrap of paper shown them. Some, like Anna, tried to
resist. Such recalcitrance was almost always of short duration,
however. Generally, after enduring blackened eyes, broken bones,
electric shock to breasts—or, in the case of men, smashed testicles
—only those who died during torture failed to sign confessions.

American author, Marguerite Higgins, asked and received
permission to visit one “Interrogation Center.” What the writer
expected to find is unclear, but what she did discover after a GI led
her through the main door of the prison the lady was utterly
unprepared for.

“Behind the bars of the cell we saw 3 uniformed Germans,” the
woman recalled. “Two of them, beaten and covered with blood,
were lying unconscious on the floor. A third German was lifted up
by the hair on his head, and I shall never forget, he had red hair
like a carrot. A GI turned his body over and struck him in the face.
When the victim groaned, the GI roared, ‘Shut your mouth,
damned Kraut!’“

To her horror, the American author soon learned that for the past
fifteen minutes over a score of US soldiers had been beating and
kicking the three Germans on the floor as well as three other
victims nearby.

“The boy with the red hair was 14 years old,” remembered
Marguerite. “The other 5 German boys in the cell blocks were
between 14 and 17 years old.”

In the British Zone, a journalist stumbled upon the aftermath of
yet another “interrogation.”

‘I’m afraid the prisoners don’t look exactly nice,” laughed the
captain in charge.

Crumpled on the floor, laying in pools of blood, the newsman saw
several German prisoners moaning. When they were ordered to
stand to attention for the guest, slowly, all made the painful
attempt. The first man to rise stood on uncertain legs and leaned
against the wall for support. Then, his body shaking, the man
made a reflexive motion with his arms as if to fend off blows.
Others, with difficulty, eventually managed to stand, swaying
against the wall. “Come off the wall,” shouted a British sergeant.
Unsteadily, the beaten, bleeding men did as told.

In a nearby cell, the “medical officer” had just finished his
examination of a German and on the floor lay the victim drenched
in his own blood. “Up,” shouted the medical officer to the man
when the visitor entered. “Get up.”

Painfully, using the arms of a chair, the victim tried to rise, but
could not. Again he was ordered to get up. This time, on weak,
shaky legs the man succeeded.

“Why don’t you kill me off?” moaned the victim as he stretched his
arms pleading to the men.

“The dirty bastard is jabbering this all morning” the sergeant
nearby growled.

Alone, surrounded by sadistic hate, utterly bereft of law, justice or
hope, many victims understandably escaped in the only way they
could—by taking their own lives. Like rays of sun in a black world
of ugliness and evil, however, miracles did occur.

As guards led him back to his prison cell on painfully weakened
legs, one Wehrmacht officer reflected on the insults, beatings, and
tortures he had endured and contemplated suicide.

I could not see properly in the semi-darkness and missed my
open cell door. A kick in the back and I was sprawling on the
floor. As I raised myself I said to myself I could not, should not
accept this humiliation. I sat on my bunk. I had hidden a razor
blade that would serve to open my veins. Then I looked at the
New Testament and found these words in the Gospel of St. John:
“Without me ye can do nothing.”

With those simple, yet profound words, and despite the terrible
pain and agony, the suffering soldier felt something stir within
himself, something he had not felt for a very long time. His body
beaten, bloody, broken, but his soul… untouched, unharmed,
unshakable.

New strength seemed to rise in me. I was pondering over what
seemed to me a miracle when the heavy lock turned in the cell
door. A very young American soldier came in, put his finger to
his lips to warn me not to speak.

“I saw it,” he said. “Here are baked potatoes.”

He pulled the potatoes out of his pocket and gave them to me,
and then went out, locking the door behind him.
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RIRO / GIGO
In computer science rubbish in, rubbish out (RIRO) is the concept
that, if the original data is aberrant, even the most sophisticated
computer program will produce aberrant results or ‘rubbish’ (in
the US the term used is garbage in, garbage out, GIGO). The
principle also applies to more mundane situations, for example,
what is happening in our universities.

But Christendom, from Constantine to the forthcoming demise of
Christianity—Xtianity’s fundamental premise is that whites must
worship the god of our ancestral enemies—is the perfect paradigm
of RIRO/GIGO. The darkest hour in the West—rubbish out!—is
nothing but the acting out that whites suffer today as a result of
such an extremely aberrant programming.
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Devlin postscript
I would like to clarify something about what I recently said in ‘On
Roger Devlin’. Last week I visited the home of the Catholic family
that I referred to in that article and, now I realise, what I wrote is
inaccurate. While it is true that the woman who sent her husband
to the asylum is a Catholic, she didn’t belong to the circle of very
traditionalist Catholics, as I said in the middle of this month.
However, there is something that I witnessed in my recent visit to
this very decent family that I must share.

A real nymph of that family, of stunning beauty,
very slim, with blond hair and light eyes—like
those on my sidebar—will soon marry a swarthy
Mexican from one of the southern states of the
country. Of course, neither her parents nor the
nymph’s brothers are bothered by the matter.
That has been happening in Latin America for
half a millennium, it is a practice that doesn’t

have to change at the last minute.

What I see ignominious in all this is the cowardice, throughout the
American white nationalism movement, of not wanting to see
something that has been happening on the continent for five
hundred years. Recently a Christian tried to post a comment on
this site claiming that Europeans genocided Amerindians, as if
that would refute the criticisms of Christianity on this site. I didn’t
let that comment pass due to his obvious dishonesty: not wanting
to see the catastrophe that miscegenation represented in most of
the continent. This blood mixing was due to a religion that made
no difference between Iberian whites and Amerinds. Both were
souls that the Church of Rome could save, exactly alike in the eyes
of the Christian god.

One can take a look at The Unz Review, which collects articles
published in various sites on white nationalism, the alt-right and
the alt-lite, and the ethnic suicide of Iberian whites from the 16th
century to date is not even remotely mentioned, despite the
immense extensions of land in which it was carried out—and
continues to be carried out, like the nymph friend who will soon
ruin her blood.

I already said it but it bears repeating. The trick American white
nationalists do by blaming Jewry solely and exclusively for Aryan
decline is to conceal the history of most of their continent. In his
recent article for example, which I referred to in ‘Why I don’t talk
about the news’, MacDonald sums up his ideology by committing
the usual trick: talking about the Frankfurt school, etc., without
mentioning anything about what happened from the Rio Grande
to Argentina, even centuries before the Jews emigrated to the US.

I have already discussed this in the last Daybreak article and
those interested can either print the PDF, or purchase a copy of it.
The only thing I’ll add is that it’s becoming increasingly clear that
white nationalism is an extremely dishonest movement. And the
reason for their dishonesty is obvious: they don’t want to put their
parents’ religion on the dock.
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Clarification
There is something that, perhaps, wasn’t clear about what I said in
my previous two posts.

Ross’s analogy that I use about the abused girl suffering from
psychosis as an adult, when extrapolated to Western history is
understandable to those who have read the masthead of this site
(linked in bold on the sidebar, almost to the top): how a Semitic
cult abused the white race.

If to the trauma of the destruction of the Greco-Roman world we
add subsequent traumas, such as what we have been saying about
the Merovingians and what I’ll continue to translate from
Deschner’s work, the psychosis of today’s West—so-called human
rights and out-group altruism are Christian ethical injunctions in
secularised form—is perfectly understandable.

Regarding the raven metaphor I’ve been using, I
would suggest that new visitors who don’t understand
it click on the ‘3-eyed crow’ category that also appears

in the sidebar (or at the bottom of my Thursday entry on why I
don’t talk about the news).
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Christianity’s criminal history, 130
– For the context of these translations click here –

 

CHAPTER 3

THE SONS OF CLOVIS

‘The successors of the first great Frankish king also protected the
Church and the worship; monasticism developed… The
remnants of paganism were fought with increasing energy’. —H.
H. Anton

 

The division of the kingdom

The kingdom of Clovis was divided almost aequa lance, almost
equally, passing in principle to his four sons: all ‘kings of the
Franks’; all heirs with the same rights, according to the German
rule of succession; all Catholics, except for Theuderic I, with a
saint for his mother. And they all also led a life full of hideous
cruelties, wars and military campaigns. In the proven tradition of
the father they systematically expanded the kingdom and
conquered Thuringia (531), Burgundy (533-534) and Provence
(537). The aforementioned annexations were joined by numerous
raids in search of loot in an extraordinarily troubled time, one of
the darkest and bloodiest times in history, brimming with disorder
and brutality, fratricides, wars between brothers and betrayals: a
race unleashed ‘for power and wealth’ (Buchner), a ‘foolish desire
for loot and slaughter’ (Schulze).

But even critical historians bend the knee before the ‘founding of
the kingdom’ of the Merovingians, before the bridge they built
‘between Antiquity and the Middle Ages’, before their contribution
to the triumph ‘of Catholic Christianity’ to the alliance ‘between
throne and altar’. As if all this had not made the story much more
gruesome!

The boundaries of the four partitions of the kingdom are not
stated with sufficient precision. The one we know best is the
inheritance of Theuderic I (reign 511-533). The presumed
Hugdietrich of the saga received the lion’s share with the capital,
Reims: a territory which would include what later became Austria
with its predominantly Germanic population: the entire east, from
Burgundy to the Rhineland, and perhaps even as far as the Fritziar
and Kassel region, as well as large territories that had belonged to
the Alemanni, which was the case in eastern Aquitaine. But each
of the sons obtained a part of the Aquitaine lands south of the
Loire, which the father had taken over; three of them were
exclaves.

Chlothar I (reign 511-561), the youngest of Clovis’ sons, and
perhaps not yet twelve years old, the Salic age to reach legal age,
obtained mainly the territory of the Salian Franks with the royal
cities of Tournai and Cambrai. For the same reason, it included
the old Frankish territory between the coast of the English
Channel, the Somme and the Carboniferous Forest, with
approximately the same borders that it had before the predatory
incursions of his progenitor. As the seat of government Chlothar
chose Soissons, in the extreme south. Southern and western
France corresponded to Chlodomer and Childebert respectively.

Chlodomer (reign 511-524) was around fifteen when his father
died and ruled as king of western Aquitaine, the northernmost
territory of the middle Loire, at Orleans. And Childebert I (reign
511-558) controlled the coastal lands from the Somme to Brittany;
he resided in Paris, the undisputed capital.
 

A saint and murderer

Shortly after the Auvergne rebellion, the Catholic Frankish kings
attacked the Catholic kingdom of Burgundy.

Sigismund (reign 516-523), son of the Burgundian king
Gundobad, still ruled there. Since 501 Sigismund was viceroy in
Geneva. And what the jealous Avitus had not achieved with the
father, he obtained with the son. Around the year 500 Sigismund
converted from Arianism to Catholicism. Sigismund later
introduced Catholicism throughout Burgundy. He was the first
German king to make a pilgrimage to Rome…

Sigismund, the murderer of his own son, makes his way as a saint
of the Catholic Church! They ended up thanking him for the
conversion of the Burgundians to Catholicism. Soon his cult began
in the monastery of St. Moritz founded by him. Those with fever
had masses celebrated in honour of Sigismund (who allegedly
helped against malaria and tertian fever). In the 7th century he
also appears as a saint in the so-called Martyrologium
Hieronymianum. At the end of the Middle Ages he will be one of
the patron saints of Bohemia and even become a fashionable saint.
The Archbishop of Prague declared the feast of Sigismund a feast
of the archdiocese.

His statue appears on French and German altars as well as in the
Freiburg Cathedral; there are churches dedicated to Sigismund
and a brotherhood named after him. His relics were requested,
which initially rested at St. Moritz. The head was taken to the
church of St. Sigismund, although a fragment of it is found in
Plozk of the Vistula; in the 14th century a part of the body was
deposited in St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague, and another was taken
around the same time to Freising, which eventually became the
centre of its veneration in Germany.
 

______ � ______

 
Editor’s interpolated note: Regardless of the repulsiveness of
relic worship—pieces of decomposed corpses —, what is currently
happening in France and Germany has very dark and old
historical roots that no one in white nationalism sees for the
simple reason that none lives under the weirwood but in the
inane present.

It should be obvious that, if these Germanics hadn’t been infected
with a cult of Semitic origin, they would have regarded Hermann
as a hero who fought against the Romans when the latter were
already mongrelising.

Instead, after the Christian takeover these Germanics were
forced to worship Catholic monsters. Tell me whom you worship
and I’ll tell you who you’ll become. Read pages 23-32 of The Fair
Race’s Darkest Hour: the only article by a Jew in that
compilation. Even the Nazis translated it to German in the
Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung of September 2, 1933.

Now let’s go back to Deschner’s account of how a female ‘saint’
gives orders to murder her grandchildren: 
 

______ � ______

 
On the death of Chlodomer, his three brothers, ‘warriors above all
and simple gang leaders’ (Fontal) shared the inheritance, ignoring
all the rights of the three minor children of the deceased king and
without allowing any regime of tutelary government from their
mother.

The pious Childebert got, it seems, the lion’s share. He was a true
father of the nation, who promoted ecclesiastical institutions,
enjoyed dealing with bishops granting them real estate, war spoils
and large sums of money while being in constant communication
with the ‘Holy See’. And as Childebert and Chlothar, who had
married Guntheuc, the widow of Chlodomer, certainly feared that
the hereditary rights of Theuderic and Gunthar, Chlodomer’s
minor children, would be asserted, Childebert didn’t doubt in
encouraging their murder, of which Chlothar ‘was very glad’.

After all, both sovereigns had a saint for their mother, Saint
Clotilde, and furthermore, being already a Catholic princess, she
had imposed baptism on the children of Clovis, had ‘raised them
with love’ and had certainly given them a good Catholic
upbringing. And since Clotilde also took care of the education of
the minor children of the late Chlodomer, the kings Childebert
and Chlothar, who had taken over her nephews, asked Clotilde if
she wanted her grandchildren to ‘continue living with their hair
cut off [like monks] or if they had to kill them both’. And ‘the ideal
figure of the desire for feminine holiness’, the francorum apostle
who felt for the two children ‘a singular affection’ (Fredegar),
replied: ‘Rather dead than tonsured, if they are not going to
reign’…

Chlothar put the knife to the neck first to one and then to the
other of his brother’s sons, who cried out in anguish. ‘After they
had also dispatched the boys’ servants and educators’ Chlothar
mounted his horse ‘and left there’. One of them was ten years old
and the youngest seven… Queen Clotilde led such a life that she
was venerated by the whole world… ‘Her conduct was always of
the utmost purity and honesty: she granted goods to churches,
monasteries everywhere to holy places, willingly and supplying
them with whatever they needed…’

The third son of Chlodomer, the youngest, named Clodoald, was
saved from the carnage and entered the clergy, after allegedly
shearing himself. ‘He renounced the earthly kingdom and
dedicated himself to the Lord’, Gregory writes beautifully. And
Fredegar adds: ‘And he led a dignified life; the Lord deigns to
perform miracles on his grave’. Clodoald was the founder of the
monastery of Saint-Cloud in Paris, which bears his name, and died
around the year 560… Clotaire, the uncle-murderer and the
executioner, obtained Tours and Poitiers, with the sanctuaries of
the patron saints of France, Martin and Hilary, together with the
treasure.
 

Theudebert I, and killer kings

Theudebert [editor’s note: the son of Theuderic I and the father of
Theudebald] was the first Frank to call himself Augustus and who
felt he was the successor of the Roman Caesars and liked to adopt
imperial attitudes like minting gold coins with his image that
could be described as illegal. He ordered circus games to be held
in Arles in the manner of the emperors and must have even
thought of the conquest of Constantinople, cherishing the hope of
seizing imperial dignity and world domination through an
incursion against Byzantium, something planned jointly with the
Gepids and Lombards. Such a man naturally had to be on good
terms with the Church…

King Theudebert was a benefactor of the Church, which he
‘exempted from tax obligations and deliberately favoured’
(Zollner) while he did nothing more than bleed his Frankish
subjects with taxes in the Roman manner… Very significant is the
fact that his finance minister, Parthenius (grandson of Bishop
Ruricius de Limoges, the murderer of his wife and her lover), on
the death of Theudebert and despite the episcopal protection, was
removed in Trier from a church, spat on, beaten and stoned by the
enraged people.

Even more criminal and even more devoted to the Church was the
family clan, which outlived Theudebert. Chlothar I also fought
almost continuously during the last years of his life, without this
fact bothering at all and not even attracting the attention of those
who preached peace and love of neighbour and enemy. The king,
undoubtedly the weakest of the Frankish princes until after the
death of Theudebert I (558), took over the entire kingdom. He had
nevertheless criticised the growing ecclesiastical wealth, but per
his brother’s constitution of 554, he also tried to uproot whatever
was left of the indigenous religions of his subjects.

It is true that in a winter campaign (555) against the Saxons he
bore the worst of it, but the following year he imposed himself on
the association of Saxons and Thuringians and even sent troops
against the Ostrogoths of Italy. In 557 he fought again against the
Saxons, apparently reluctantly, but ‘he was beaten with such
enormous bloodshed, and with such a great multitude of
casualties on both sides that no one can calculate or evaluate’
(Gregory). But he managed to beat the Danes and Eutenians…

A year later Clotaire also died, and with
him the last of Clovis’ four sons, all of
whom—like their father—had lived for
robbery, murder and war. Everywhere they
had gone in search of relics of martyrs, had
taken care of relocating them and had
promoted the veneration of the saints.

They founded many monasteries and endowed them generously.
They awarded large real estate to the clergy and made donations
to them. The old annals abound in their praises…

Clotaire I, in whose territory the Church was poorly organised and
the victim of special relaxation, perhaps didn’t care about
Christianity at all. Anyway, he too became a Christian and a
faithful Catholic, who waged war after war and had his closest
relatives murdered, including young children, maidens, and even
his own son, while personally bankrupting himself with countless
concubines and at least six marriages ‘and not always successive’
(Schultze). Despite this, the ecclesiastical author of the 7th century
compares this king with a priest, showering him with praise. And
it is that, indeed, he worried about the transfer of the remains of
martyrs, promoted the veneration of Medard, the patron saint of
the royal house and supported the founding of churches and
monasteries…

Childebert I showed a very special fervour and devotion to the
clergy. The usurper and incestuous erected the Holy Cross and the
Spanish proto-martyr Vicente de Zaragoza—whose martyrdom
was adorned with great propagandistic displays—a basilica in
Paris, which would later become the Abbey of Saint-Germain-des-
Prés. He made a pilgrimage to the cell of Saint Euspicius, in whose
honour he also built a church. He made donations of land and
large sums of money, including the spoils of his wars for Catholic
churches and monasteries, in which he ordered to pray for the
salvation of his soul and the prosperity of the Frankish kingdom.

Thus he distributed among the Frankish churches dozens of
chalices and numerous patens and gospels, all made of gold and
precious stones, and all material that he had stolen in his Spanish
war. Childebert made Orleans the ecclesiastical capital of his
kingdom. There four national synods met (in the years 533, 538,
541 and 549). All Frankish kings sent their bishops to them
(exception made for the one celebrated in 538). In 552 Childebert
summoned another national council in Paris. He promulgated a
decree against ‘paganism’ that was still alive, mostly in northern
and eastern France. He harshly persecuted anyone who erected
‘idols’ in the fields or prevented their destruction by the priests.
He forbade even pagan banquets, songs, and dances, though
certainly without demanding conversion by force…

Vigil, the murderous pope, described Childebert in 546, as ‘our
most glorious son’ and praised his ‘Christian will, pleasing to
God’… Pope Pelagius died in 561, the same year that Clotaire I, the
last son of Clovis, did. In that same decade, and together with the
Franks and the Visigoths, another Germanic people began to play
an increasingly important role: the Lombards.
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Why I don’t talk about the news
Talking about the news is a matter for commoners, not the crow.

These days I rarely read entire articles that come from the pen of
white nationalists. And indeed, today I didn’t read the entire
article that MacDonald published yesterday, ‘Why It’s Important
for Trump to Win’. If we imagine that there is such a thing as the
three-eyed raven, with all that wealth of knowledge about the
human past, then the fact that the most powerful nation
spearheads the suicidal passion of whites is seen from the crow’s
meta-perspective of all history and its general meaning.
Commenting on the news, on the other hand, is myopia.

Unlike the raven MacDonald doesn’t live beneath the weirwood
tree; he’s unaware of the history of Christianity (soon I’ll continue
with instalment 130 of my Deschner excerpts). He’s clueless about
how the religion that instilled the doctrine of eternal torture in
whites and forced them to worship Yahweh has been transmuted
into runaway self-hatred once it became secular.

Similarly, my visitors are unaware of why
debunking psychiatry or understanding the
trauma model that I have been promoting on this
site is important. Just think of the second
paradigmatic case of girls in Colin Ross’s class to
understand the self-harming attitudes of today’s
white man. That chapter appears less than thirty
pages after Paulina’s missive in the original

Whispering Leaves book.

If we understand how there are adult women who self-injure—the
case of the second girl when she grows up—, we will understand
why virtually all whites self-injure today through an ethno-suicidal
ideology originated in the Levant. It is this psychohistorical meta-
perspective, the third eye of the raven’s vision to use George R.R.
Martin’s character, that distinguishes this site from other racialist
sites.

And by the way, America delenda est.
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Exlibris

Those who wish to read my recent ‘Nobody Wanted to Listen’
series in due order can do so on my Ex Libris page (here).
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Nobody wanted to listen, 11
Epilogue

Every time I tried to draw water from the well, the
bucket came out dry in the desert of my
acquaintances. Parents or personal tragedies, as a
subject, was forbidden throughout society. For
decades I couldn’t cover the topic with anyone.

For the human galaxy of those who commit
suicide that history has seen, ‘at least one soul in

the entire world’ could have saved them, some confessed. But they
had no one to show solidarity with them and they killed
themselves. How many millions of humans could have written a
History of My Mind like the one the poet Kleist threw into the
flames before blowing his brains out? Throughout my twenties
and thirties something similar happened to me: I couldn’t write
when I had everything ready to do so. Nor could I study a career,
and what is worse, I didn’t understand why. In addition to the
Letter I had written, my will faded away as I tried other
enterprises. Then someone appeared in my life.

Caesar:

The day before I received your letter. How long the mail takes!

I have finished reading your book, it is so shocking and
disturbing that sometimes I had to stop reading because of the
sadness and pain I felt. It made me think and once I started to
cry and I better stopped reading it because I was going to wet
the pages… I understand your suffering and at the same time I
admire your strength. Another lad would have become an
alcoholic, a drug addict, a homosexual, a robber or whatnot.

Despite everything, I imagine that your parents love you, as
well as you love them. How good it would be if they recognised
the damage they caused you and changed their attitude
towards you. The past could no longer be changed, but perhaps
you would feel better in your self-esteem. (I think deep down
they feel remorse, but they don’t want to admit it. How
humility is necessary to recognise one’s mistakes.)

November 24, 1998. And you walking through those gloomy
streets of Manchester, at midnight, with the solitude of Chirico’s
paintings. Like a repetitive nightmare: the teenage Caesar
slapped and alone. The one who lost his family and only loved
his tree. The Caesar who walked around in his bedroom at his
grandmother’s house when he turned thirty…

July 17, 1999. The letter you want to send to your mother
(‘Postscript: I will never forget the golden stage that, thanks to
you, dad and my siblings, I passed as a child in the house in
Palenque’) touched me. I really like that about you.

But I am very sad that there is no reconciliation with your
family. I felt a lump in my throat when I read your postscript:
you love them Caesar. I can’t understand why your parents
harden their hearts—they love you too! How sad that out of
pride, for reasons unknown, they don’t come near you. How
would it feel to lose their child? I don’t want them to leave this
world with that abyss towards you…

Don’t take me wrong, believe me it comes from my heart.

Take care,

Paulina.

Returning to the country after a year in the gloomy and rainy city
of Manchester, and speaking with her in person, she confessed to
me that upon reaching the passage of my Letter where I put on a
jacket when running away from home when my father hit me, she
felt like a Thumbelina like the one in the children’s story. That
Thumbelina, she told me, although she couldn’t travel back in
time to that night in April 1976 and console myself, felt all the
intensity of my tragedy. She wanted to be, although at least as
small as the character in the story, an inner voice of comfort in my
heart during the most crucial night of my life.

Paulina’s compassion was the cure for my soul: the antithesis of all
the offenses of so many people over so many years. A single word
of comfort can save a life. It’s like seeing life in colour again after
centuries of seeing everything in black and white. ‘If at least one
soul in the whole world…’ said those who would commit suicide.

But they had none.
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Masthead of this site!

This site is run by a priest
of the fourteen words who
criticises white nationalists
as inconsistent. For
example, they ignore that
so-called ‘human rights’
are, in the final analysis,
Christian ethical mandates
in secularised form.

For the donation button,
see the bottom of this

page.

PDF of my book Daybreak
here, hard copy here. The
Fair Race is also available
through Lulu (PDF here,
hard copy here).

Don’t try to get The Fair
Race via Amazon or Barnes
& Noble. Amazon and
others are selling a pirated,
outdated copy before I
removed and added several
articles, and copiously
checked the Spanish to
English translations.

Other of my books in
English:

Hard copy available : here

Hard copy available : here
 

 
My books in Spanish:
 

Hard copy available : here

Hard copy available : here

Hard copy available : here

 

Site in a nutshell: here.

Women understood: here.

See William Pierce’s
quotable quote about

Christianity.

To contextualise our
criticism of Christianity, see
Richard Carrier’s study on
the inexistence of Jesus
(watch conference: here):

When your god is Jewish,
you can potentially end up
in a runaway philo-Semitic
downward spiral, precisely
what happened to the US.

‘The strongest trees are
rooted in the dark places…’

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

The above book is about
the Holocaust perpetrated
by the Allied forces on the
Germans (here).

Here: an SS pamphlet
explaining National
Socialism.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

The collapse of the
dollar that is
coming will mark

the beginning of the end of
America’s economic and
cultural hegemony over
Europe.

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

‘RACISM’:

On the origin of the word
‘racist’

The word ‘racism’ from the
Nietzschean viewpoint

Read this section from Wm.
Pierce’s Who We Are about
the West’s darkest hour.
 

For a couple of articles on

Richard Wagner and LOTR

click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s unpublished
chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 
The Jewish Problem (non-
Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface
 

Above & below: Parrish’s
Arcadian paintings.

‘Racism’ is just an
expression of evolution. All
species go through racial
separation on their path to
speciation. No exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his race,
for example the nymphs on
this sidebar. But in today’s
mad West the term ‘racist’
de facto means someone
who loves the white race to
the point of wanting to
preserve it.

Above, another Maxfield
Parrish painting. Below, a
novel of the creator of the
fourteen words.

 
Who’s the editor of this
site? — See a Metapedia
article that a German wrote
about me: here.
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Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of
Germanic paganism

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

El Grial (book)

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 movie)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Health

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of the
West

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Joe Biden

Johann Sebastian Bach

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

Lombards

London

Lord of the Rings

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Madness

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Mantras

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Merovingian dynasty

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Mike Maloney

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Napoleon

National Socialism

Nature

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nick Fuentes

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Out-group altruism

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Priesthood of the 14
words

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritanism

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Nixon

Richard Spencer

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Robert Morgan

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Laing

Ronald Reagan

Rudolf Hess

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Savitri Devi

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Seventh Seal (movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
movie)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Martin of Tours

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Technology

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

The Brigade (novel)

The Camp of the Saints
(novel)

The Name of the Rose
(novel)

The Satyricon (novel)

The Turner Diaries
(novel)

The Yearling (novel)

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodore Roosevelt

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Metzger

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Virgil

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

Whispering Leaves
(book)

White nationalism

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

David Irving’s Website
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From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 
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“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix. It’s
there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do all
it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that it’s
a bit of software meant to
disable our enemy
recognition module.
Christianity preaches blind
love, and that love is
murdering the West”.

– Alex Linder
 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as to
desert them for the Jews?”
—Emperor Julian to the
Christians

Regarding why we say that
Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same, see this
passage from The Fair Race.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

‘White nationalists have
failed because trying to stir
up anti-semitism in a
culture shaped by almost
two thousand years of
Christian delusion and a
white race imbued with the
conviction that a Jew is God
is a fool’s errand’. —R.M.
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